Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation of argon adsorption at the surface of silica nanopores: effect of pore size, pore morphology, and surface roughness.
Argon adsorption (77 K) in atomistic silica nanopores of various sizes and shapes has been studied by means of grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations (GCMC). We discuss the effects of confinement (pore size), pore morphology (ellipsoidal, hexagonal, constricted pore), and surface texture (rough/smooth) on the thickness variation of the adsorbed film with pressure onto the disordered inner surface of porous materials (usually called t-plot or t-curve). We show that no confinement effect occurs when the diameter of the regular cylindrical pore is larger than 10 nm. For pores smaller than 6 nm, we find that the film thickness increases as the pore size decreases. We show that the adsorption isotherm in the rough pore can be described as the sum of an adsorbed amount similar to that found for a smooth pore (of the same radius) and a constant contribution due to atoms "trapped" in the infractuosities of the rough surface which act as a microporous texture. Simulation snapshots for Ar adsorption in hexagonal and ellipsoidal smooth pores indicate that at low pressures the gas/adsorbate interface retains memory of the pore shape and becomes cylindrical prior to the capillary condensation of the fluid in the pore. The film thickness in the hexagonal pore is close to that obtained for a cylindrical pore having a similar dimension. By contrast, we find that the film thickness for an ellipsoidal pore is always larger than that for an equivalent cylindrical pore (having the same length and volume but a circular section). We show that this effect strengthens as the pore size decreases and/or the pore asymmetry increases. Ar adsorption in a cylindrical constricted pore shows that the presence of the narrower part considerably modifies the adsorption mechanism. Finally, we report GCMC simulations of Ar adsorption (77 K) on a plane silica reference substrate for different intermolecular potentials. We discuss the effect of the interaction on the shape of the adsorption isotherm and compare our results with experiments.